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Benelli was established in 1967 and Located in Urbino - Italy.

Since the beginning Benelli has had a very high technology profile, and actually the plant and the R&D

department are considered the most advance in the firearms field, having first in the world the AQAP 110,

ISO 9001-14001 certifications.

Maximum technology, reliability and safety, represent the must of each Benelli's firearm, both in law

enforcement, defense and civilian use.

Benelli meets the requirement of armed and security forces, with guns absolutely reliable and resistant

in any extreme circumstances, producing the widest line of semiautomatic shotguns and  pump action

combat guns. Benelli shotguns are rugged, light kicking, fast handling and fast cycling, easy and fast to

assemble and disassemble even on the field and thanks to the high quality of the metals and surface

treatments, they need a simple maintenance and prolonged durability.

Drawing from the experience in manufacturing revolutionary and exclusive semiautomatic shotguns and

rifles using the most engineering resources like CAD and CAE, each product is submitted to hard and

severe endurance and ballistic tests accordingly with military requirements to be qualified and validated.

Benelli boasts to be the supplier of the US Marines Corp with a 1014, actually considered the most

worldwide efficient, safe and reliable shotgun. But also the models M3, M1, M2, Nova, Supernova, MR1,

represent the choice of most militaries and special corps all over the world, to underline how Benelli is

considered the best shotgun in the world.
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RELIABLE AND SAFE
The M4 is a smooth-barrelled, semiautomatic shotgun with a gauge of 12/76 and the Benelli patent
self-cleaning auto-regulating gas system with rotating locking head.  The high-tech nature of its design
and development is thanks to Benelli's experience in the design of semiautomatic shotguns. The M4
was selected by the US armed forces as its Joint Service Combat Shotgun, after passing all of the
stringent acceptance tests for efficiency, reliability, ballistic precision and strength in the worst possible
conditions. The M4 is also available with telescopic stock that can be adjusted in 3 positions.

UNASSAILABLE AND MODULAR
The metal parts of the M4 are protected by chrome-plating, thick hard anodising and heavy phosphate
coating to make it fully resistant to corrosion as well as operational and efficient in all conditions.
The fore-end is in technopolymer, as is the pistol grip, which is also faced with rubber. The telescopic
aluminium stock is collapsible. The magazine tube can contain 7 standard or 6 Magnum cartridges
+ 1 in the chamber.
All outer surfaces are antireflection and wear-resistant according to MILSPEC.
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M4 18,5” Extended Stock

M4 18,5” Retracted Stock
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COMPACT AND MULTIPURPOSE
The M4 model with short magazine tube (3 magnum or 4 standard cartridges + 1 in the chamber) and 14" (355
mm), barrel is a compact weapon that has been devised for use in more restricted environments.
It can also be fitted with an 18.5" (470 mm) or 20" (510 mm) barrel and an extension to increase magazine tube
capacity (to 6 magnum or 7 standard cartridges +1 in the chamber).  All models have a limited number of parts,
which have been assembled in such a way as to allow quick and easy stripping and re-assembly without tools.
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M4 14”

M4 18,5” with extension magazine
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VERSATILE AND RELIABLE
The versatility of the M4 shotgun can also be seen in its interchangeable stocks: telescopic, fixed stock or pistol
grip stock, in technopolymer reinforced with fibre-glass, replaceable without tools.
The choice of tubular magazine is fundamental since it allows the continual reloading of cartridges without having
to loosen grip or move from a firing position: the weapon is thus always loaded and ready to fire and there are
no breaks in defensive cover.
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M4 18,5” Fixed Stock
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M4 Tactical Desert camo



M4
 Telescopic

M4
 Fixed stock

OPERATION
Semiautomatic Auto Regulating Gas Operating

GAUGE

CHAMBER

SAFETY
ordinary (mechanic and manually operated on
trigger) and automatic (against premature firing
on disconnector); Over-sized, reversible (right-
/left-handed) safety button

CUT-OFF
Lever for rapid cartridge replacement and red
cocked hammer indicator

TRIGGER ACTION
single action

TRIGGER LOAD
between 2.500 and 3.250 kg - 30 and 36 N

BARREL LENGTH
14” (355mm),18,5" (480 mm) or 20" (510 mm)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
6 Magnum or 7 standard cartridges
(+1 in chamber) with 18,5" barrel and 20”

4 Magnum or 5 standard cartridges
(+1 in chamber) with 14" barrel

STOCK DISTANCE
FROM TRIGGER (mm)

SIGHTS
Ghost Ring rear sight with diopter with adjustable
windage and elevation and protective side lugs;
fixed sight for Ghost Ring Sight; Picatinny Rail

STOCK
Aluminium alloy telescopic stock, collapsible to
121 mm

In tecnopolimer with fibre-glass reinforced

WEIGHT (g. unloaded weapon)
with 14" barrel
with 18,5" barrel
with 20" barrel

TOTAL LENGTH (mm)
with 14" barrel
with 18,5" barrel
with 20" barrel

HEIGHT (mm)

THICKNESS (mm)

DROP AT COMB (mm)

DROP AL HEEL (mm)

FINISH
black anodised receiver; hammered barrel in
Ni-Cr-Mo steel with chrome lining and
phosphate-coated exterior

360 extended
239 retracted

895 extended
774 retracted
1010 extended
889 retracted
1050 extended
929 retracted

200

62

51

76
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TECHNICAL FEATURES TECHNICAL FEATURES M4

 Telescopic
M4

 Fixed stock

12

3” Magnum

12

3” Magnum

360

3700
3780
3800

3625
3700
3725

895

1010

1050

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.



The M4 has an ingenious, cutting-edge, gas
operated mechanical system, patented by
Benelli and known as Auto Regulating Gas
Operating (A.R.G.O.).

This is comprised of two symmetrical gas
ports placed beneath the barrel in proximity
to the cartridge chamber. Each of these ports
has a short stroke piston and is set back in
order to discharge the still hot gases at
sustained pressure, in a totally safe and
constant operating cycle that is free from
fouling by residual deposits.

The weapon's MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny
Rail means that it is possible to fit all
types of targeting device (from optical
sights to red dot sights, light intensifiers
and thermal chambers) as well as
An/Pvs-4 night vision sights.

Picatinny rail

Gas operated system
The M4 is equipped as standard with a Ghost Ring Sight that
is adjustable in windage and elevation and protected by side
lugs in heat-treated steel to prevent - in case that the weapon
is dropped or knocked - any changes to target acquisition or
sight scope adjustment.

The Benelli patent variable geometry trigger release unit has
a single action. The trigger load is between 2.500 and 3.250
g (inclusive).  The Cut-off system, which is another Benelli
patent, means that it is possible to replace the chambered
cartridge with a cartridge from the magazine and it also indicates
when the hammer is cocked. The safety catch is manually
operated and acts directly on the trigger to preventing premature
firing.  The safety button is over-sized to avoid accidental release
as well as being adaptable for left- and right-hand users.

Trigger group

Ghost Ring Sight

11

14”/18,5”/20” (M) barrel internal choke-76 mm
Magnum chamber

The M4 version with 14” barrel, can also be fitted with an 18,5” barrel
and an extension to increase magazine tube capacity.

M4: stand-off device in steel with 12 teeth and relevant adapter

Locking is comprised of a rotating bolt
head with two robust lugs, made in
such a way as to prevent premature
firing and to prevent opening until the
pressure in the barrel is below the
safety limit level.

Rotary head locking
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DEFENCE AND VERSATILE
M3 is one of the best possible choice for any operational or defence requirement.
This is thanks to its flexible use, easy handling, precision and high firing volume.  The system for switching action from semiautomatic
to manual (pump) means that it is possible to use all magnum ammunition, including lead and rubber buckshot, penetrating cartridges,
gas loads, less than lethal ammunition and grenade launcher cartridges.  The M3 is available with telescopic stock that can be
adjusted in 5 positions, while maintaining all of the shotgun function, even in the shortened version.
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M3 Extended stock
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M3 Retracted stock



COMPACT AND PORTABLE
The M3 is also available with folding stock in steel and Grip Handle model with pistol grip only. The compact dimension of the
both version have been specially devised for use in restricted environments where action range are limited and for minimising
bulk for transport in any type of vehicle.

FLEXIBLE AND MULTIPURPOSE
The M3 has a selection system which allows the user to switch from
semiautomatic to pump mode. The selector is constituted by a lever positioned
above the fore-end. Two different operating mechanisms have been brought
toghether in a single shotgun: semiautomatic and pump, to meet any defence
requirement. The interchangeable stocks - fixed drop, variable drop and pistol
grip - only increase the versatility of this weapon.
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M3 Tactical Ghost Sight
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Lever to switch from
semiautomatic
to pump action

M3 Grip Handle



DURABLE AND PRECISE
The fact that all materials are subjected to special treatments guarantees the long-lasting efficiency of this weapon: the receiver is in matt
black, anodised, Ergal alluminium alloy, and the barrels are in Nickel-Chrome-Molybdenum steel with chrome-plated lining and matted blued
exterior.  The stock and fore-end are in tecnopolymer with fibre-glass reinforcements and are inalterable as well as able to withstand humidity,
shocks and abrasion.  The Tactical version is supplied as standard with Ghost Ring Sights that are adjustable in windage and elevation,
while the receiver is equipped to attach bases for optical sights and targeting devices.
The Slug version has a windage-adjustable rear sight and fixed metal sight.

STAINLESS
Designed for specific use in humid and saline environments, the metal
parts of M3 Kromo – aluminium receiver and steel barrel and magazine
– are plated in ultra-resistant industrial chrome to making them completely
corrosion proof. The magazine, which can contain up to 7 standard cartridges
(or 6 magnum cartridges) plus one in the chamber, is tubular to allow
continual rearming without having to move from a firing position.
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M3 Tactical
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M3 Kromo
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M3
Grip

Handle
OPERATION
Benelli Inertial System semiautomatic
convertible
to Pump Action

GAUGE

CHAMBER

SAFETY
ordinary (mechanic and manually operated
on trigger) and automatic (against premature
firing on disconnector); over sized, reversible
(right-/left-handed) safety button

CUT-OFF
Lever for rapid cartridge replacement and
red cocked hammer indicator

TRIGGER ACTION
single action

TRIGGER LOAD
between 2.200 and 2.800 Kg. (inclusive)
22 - 28 N

BARREL LENGTH
14” (355 mm)

19,75” (500 mm)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
6 Magnum or 7 standard cartridges
(+1 in the chamber)

4 Magnum or 5 standard cartridge
(+1 in the chamber) with 14'' barrel

STOCK DISTANCE FROM TRIGGER (mm)

M3
Slug /
Kromo

M3
Tactical

12

3”
Magnum

M3
Grip

Handle

M3
Slug /
Kromo

M3
Tactical
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M3
Telescopic

SIGHTS
Ghost Ring  rear sight with diopter with adjustable windage and
elevation and protective side lugs; fixed sight for Ghost Ring
Sight

rear sight with windage adjustment and fixed metal sight

rear sight with elevation adjustment and sight with windage
adjustment

Ghost ring rear sight with diopter with adjustable windage
and elevation and protective side wgs.
Picatinny rail.
Fixed metal sight

STOCK
fixed drop stock in tecnopolimer with fibre-glass reinforced

steel folded stock with pistol grip faced with rubber.
Stock in tecnopolimer five positions

WEIGHT (g unloaded weapon)

TOTAL LENGTH (mm)

HEIGHT

THICKNESS (mm)

DROP AT COMB (mm)

DROP AT HEEL (mm)

FINISH
black anodised receiver; hammered barrel in Ni-Cr-Mo with
blued exterior and chrome-plated interior;
Kromo version: nickel-plated receiver; hammered barrel in
Ni-Cr-Mo with chrome-plated interior and exterior

M3
Telescopic
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TECHNICAL FEATURES TECHNICAL FEATURES

12

3”
Magnum

12

3”
Magnum

12

3”
Magnum

360 360 360 360

3470

1040

210

65

51

74

3330

1040

210

65

38

63,5

2800

172

66

1036 ext.
918 fold.

3550

205

63

64

47

* M3 grip handle has a 14” barrel without any aims

*

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.



The Cut-off system, Benelli patent, means that it is possible to
replace the chambered cartridge with a cartridge from the
magazine and it also indicates when the hammer is cocked.
The protruding chrome-plated lever has a red dot to indicate
that the hammer is cocked.

The M3 is equipped (optional) as standard with a Ghost Ring Sight
that is adjustable in windage and elevation and protected by side
lugs in heat-treated steel to prevent - in the event that the weapon
is dropped or knocked - any changes to target acquisition or sight
scope adjustment.

21

Slug barrel 19,75"

Slug barrel 19,75" Scope mount

Ghost sight barrel 19,75"

Ghost sigh barrel 14"
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Optional adjustable shotgun
strap with three-way swivels

Sling swivel for strap
attachment to variable stock

The quick detachable sling swivel system on front and
both sides of the stock

M3 can fit different stocks

The telescopic stock is fitted with a rubber recoil pad.
The overall dimensions of the gun can be reduced by about 12 cm in 5 positions



M3 can use a large range of cartridges,
between which:

lead shot (fig.1)
tear gas penetrating (fig.2)
inert smoke penetrating (fig.3)
rubber slug (fig.4)
armor-piercing (fig.5)
rubber buckshot (fig.6)
lead buckshot (fig.7)
launch for grenades (fig.8)

Pic. 1

Pic 2

Pic. 3

Pic. 4

Pic. 5

Pic. 6

Pic. 7

Pic. 8
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RELIABLE AND SAFE
The M2 has been realized from Benelli Armi’s Research and Development Centre, thanks to years of experience in the manufacturing of semiautomatic shotguns. The Inertial System mechanism,
the rigorous design and essential construction guarantee constant functioning without blocking as well as precision, easy handling, fast firing action, and simple use.
The tubular magazine can contains 7 standard or 6 Magnum cartridges (+ one in the chamber) and the possibility for continual manual rearming means that the shotgun can be kept loaded
and aimed. The Tactical version is equipped as standard with Ghost Ring Sights that are both windage- and elevation-adjustable.  It can also be fitted with an MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail,
making it possible to fit all types of targeting device (from optical sights to red dot sights, light intensifiers and thermal chambers) as well as An/Pvs-4 night vision sights.
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M2 Tactical

M2 Tactical pistol grip
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PRATICAL AND MULTIPURPOSE
All shotguns are designed following an assembly philosophy that allows quick and easy stripping and re-assembly operations.
The Cut-off device means that it is possible to replace the chambered cartridge with another from the magazine and it also indicates when the
hammer is cocked. The Slug version with cylindric barrel and windage-adjustable rear sight is realized with blued antireflection finish.
The Benelli Comfortech System patent reduces muzzle-climb and shortens the time to get back on target, guaranteeing upparalleled performance
and absolute comfort when firing, making the M2 Benelli shogun suitable for a variety of uses.
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The trigger group has an over-
sized safety button and Benelli
patented Cut-off system for
rapid replacement of the
chambered cartridge with
another cartridge from the
magazine; the protruding
chrome-plated lever has a red
dot to indicate that the hammer
is cocked.

M2 Slug

M2 Slug
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12

3” Magnum

OPERATION
Benelli Inertial System semiautomatic

GAUGE

CHAMBER

SAFETY
ordinary (mechanic and manually operated
on trigger) and automatic (against premature
firing on disconnector); large size, reversible
(right-/left-handed) safety button

CUT-OFF
Lever for rapid cartridge replacement and
red cocked hammer indicator

TRIGGER ACTION
single action

TRIGGER LOAD
between 2.500 - 22 AND 28 N
and 2.600 Kg (inclusive)

BARREL LENGTH
14” (355 mm)

18,5” (480 mm) or  19,75” (500 mm)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
6 Magnum or 7 standard cartridges
(+1 in chamber)

STOCK DISTANCE
FROM TRIGGER (mm)

SIGHTS
Ghost Ring  rear sight with diopter with
adjustable windage and elevation and
protective side lugs; fixed sight for Ghost Ring
Sight

rear sight with windage adjustment and fixed
metal sight

STOCK
Comfort drop change or Pistol grip fixed drop
stock

adjustable drop stock in synthetic rilsan fibre,
reinforced with fibre-glass

WEIGHT (g unloaded weapon)

TOTAL LENGTH (mm)
(with 19,75” barrel)

HEIGHT (mm)

THICKNESS (mm)

DROP AT COMB (mm)
(with 19,75” barrel)

DROP AT HEEL (mm)
(with 19,75” barrel)

FINISH
black anodised receiver; hammered barrel in
Ni-Cr-Mo with blued exterior and chrome-
plated interior

M2
Slug

M2
Tactical

M2
Slug

M2
Tactical
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TECHNICAL FEATURES TECHNICAL FEATURES

12

3” Magnum

360 360

51 38

3100 3100

1040 1040

210 210

55 55

74 63,5

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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Benelli’s patented Inertial System is renowned throughout the
world for its precision mechanism, maximum resistance and
total reliability.
When the gun is fired and recoils, the inertia of the breech
block causes it to move forward and to compress the spring
between the bolt head and bolt.  Once the spring has
compressed, it then expands again, causing the entire breech
block to move back, allowing the cartridge case to be extracted
and the weapon to be rearmed.
The exclusive Benelli System revolving bolt head guarantees
sturdiness, total safety, and no deforming.  Its particular form
provides a geometric closure that is perfectly coaxial to the
barrel.  This closure, which is directly in contact with the firing
chamber and without any transmission element, ensures
maximum system robustness and rigidity.

Ghost Ring Sight and rear sight, fitted as standard to the M1
Tactical (Picatinny Rail optional).

M2 Practical: Compensator and relevant adapter

Ergonomic recoil pad extention magazine
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Slug barrel 18,5", and 19,75"

Tactical barrel 19,75"

Practical barrel 26"

Interchangeable stocks: fixed, pistol grip, variable drop
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Optional MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail for sight attachment Optional adjustable shotgun strap
with three-way swivels

Sling swivel for strap attachment
to variable stock
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND INNOVATIVE
Conceived and designed in 2005 by the Benelli Armi's Research and development Centre, the SuperNova Pump-Action collection
is the most modern product of the entire world panorama of smooth barrel, pump-action shotguns.
Thanks to extensive technological experience and the precision engineering used to develop it, SuperNova represents the ultimate
in the sector. In the version with Telescopic Stock, it is a powerful shotgun, versatile and resistant however and wherever it is
used. The new design of this weapon incorporates important and exclusive details in terms of ergonomics.
The stock can be quickly adjusted in 5 positions without tools. It can be adjusted from a maximum length of 1.020 to a minimum
of 902, while maintaining all of the shotgun functions, even in the shortened version.

SuperNova is a compact weapon suitable even at close range or in an urban
setting, and minimized bulk for transport in any type of vehicle.  The larger
trigger guard facilitates access to the trigger and ensures an excellent grip
in any situation, with or without gloves. The receiver is realised in high
resistance, injection moulded Technopolymer with fibre glass reinforcement
and an inner metal structure. It remains unalterable in case of humidity,
abrasions and impact and is resistant to solvents and chemical products.



SUPERNOVA Telescopic Stock

SUPERNOVA Grip Handle
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Moreover, it is predrilled with threaded holes for the attachment of scopes,
laser pointers or tactical lights.The grip-handle model is marked by
compactness and manageability: the rubber grip allows a good hold on the
weapon and is designed to limit recoil on the shooter's wrist to a minimum.
The reduced size and weight (less than 65 cm and 2.7 kg with a 14" barrel)
make it easy to transport and practical and effective to use.



MULTIPURPOSE AND RELIABLE
For the first time, a pump-action shotgun has been equipped with the exclusive Benelli patented Comfortech® features which
significantly absorb the recoil caused by this Supermagnum with 3'' 1/2 or 89 mm chamber to the shooter's shoulder. In terms
of professional use, the most important feature is the increased control of the weapon offered by the Comfortech System: because
of reduced muzzle climb and greater aim return speed, ballistic performance and shooting precision are at the highest level.
The Tactical version provides perfect interchangeability between Comfortech, Pistol Grip and Telescopic Stocks.
The Mag-Stop system is available on the entire range of pump-action shotguns: exclusive Benelli patent. By means of an easily
accessed button on the fore-end, the device makes it possible to extract the cartridge from the chamber, leaving in its place

those contained in the magazine, while loading another.
This is a fundamental benefit for any kind of use by any force during
high-risk operations. By pressing the mag-stop, it is possible to change
the type of cartridge used (buck shots, slug or less than lethal) in an instant,
without having to first completely unload the magazine.
The Benelli pump-action shotguns are the only models on the market with
this exclusive feature.
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SUPERNOVA Comfortech slug

SUPERNOVA Pistol Grip
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NOVA

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Designed at Benelli Armi’s Research and Development Centre, Nova Pump Action represents an important breakthrough in the
field of smooth barrel, pump-action shotguns, thanks to the wealth of technological experience and precision engineering behind
its development.  Made in high-strength technopolymer and comprised of a minimum number of parts, Nova can boast such
qualities as excellent operation, fast and easy firing action, precision, safety, and simple maintenance. The exclusive manually-
operated mechanism allows the fore-end to slide freely along the barrel for fluid movement and maximum firing speed, while
maintaining the weapon’s position unchanged and avoiding all possibility of catching or pinching the hand during action.

Magazine capacity: 4 standard shells, 3 Magnum or 2 Super Magnum
shells, plus 1 in the chamber. The Tactical version with 18.5” (470 mm)
cylindrical barrel is fitted as standard with Ghost Ring Sight and MIL-
STD 1913 Picatinny Rail for mounting all types of targeting device and
An/Pvs-4 night vision sights.
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NOVA 18,5” Tactical

The high rubber
recoil pad is
pressure applied
and requires no
fastening screws.

Nova consists of a
minimum number of
parts, which means that
maintenance operations
are both quick and
simple.  The fore-end
cap, with its highly
ergonomic design, is the
only tool required to strip
the weapon.

A mag-stop button
located under the fore-
end means that it is
possible to extract the
chambered cartridge
without removing the
cartridges in the
magazine.
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NOVA

MULTIPURPOSE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE
Nova can use a vast range of shells: slug as well as buck shot, and even non-lethal shells. The mag-stop system, which is an exclusive
Benelli patent, means that using an easily accessible button, it is possible to extract the chambered shell without disturbing the ammunition
in the magazine. The one-piece stock and receiver is made in sturdy, injection-moulded technopolymer with glass fibre reinforcements.
 Nova is impervious to humidity, abrasion and shocks, and it can even withstand the effects of solvents and chemical products.
The slug version, which is available in black or chrome-plated version, has windage-adjustable rear sights and a fixed metal front sight.
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NOVA Slug

NOVA H2O
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MAG STOP

BARREL LENGHT SLUG 47/50/61

GHOST SIGHT 47 CM

14" NO SIGHTS

PISTOL GRIP STOCK

TELESCOPIC STOCK

COMFORT STOCK

GRIP HANDLE

FIXED STOCK

TOTAL LENGTH

STOCK DISTANCE FROM TRIGGER

HEIGHT

THICKNESS

SIGHTS RADIUS

DROP AT COMB

DROP AT HEEL

WEIGHT

SuperNova
Telescopic

Stock

SuperNova
Grip Handle

SuperNova
Comfortech

Slug

SuperNova
Pistol Grip

Nova
Tactical

Nova
Slug - H2O

1.020

350

205

55

600

45

63

3.350

655

175

55

600

2.800

1.055

360

190

55

435

43

55

3.250

1.030

360

213

55

600

63

3.500

1.020

360

200

55

596

53

75

3.500

1.020

360

200

55

409

40

62

3.500

The shotguns have single action trigger system and 2 kg trigger load.
The safety is right/left reversibile, ordinary (mechanic and manually
operated on the trigger) and automatic (against premature firing
on disconnector).

Finish: hammered barrel in Ni - Cr - Mo; blued exterior and chrome-plated interior.
Sights: Sight and Ghost Ring Rear Sight; Slug fixed sight and adjustable
rear sight.
Magazine Capacity: 4 standard, 3 magnum, 2 supermagnum (+ 1 in the chamber).
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Tactical barrel 18,5"

Slug barrel 18,5", 20" and 24"

Slug Komo Barrel 18

SuperNova: Telescopic Stock, adjustable in 5 different position

Nova Tactical: Ghost Ring Sights with Picatinny Rail to fit
targeting devices.

Horizontally and vertically adjustable sight

Larger trigger guard

An optional extension is available
to increase the magazine capacity
by 3 standard rounds, 2 magnum
and supermagnum rounds

Optional adjustable shotgun
strap with three-way swivels

Sling swivel for strap attachment
to variable stock

The quick detachable sling swivel system

Interchangeable stocks: fixed, pistol grip, variable drop
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RELIABLE AND RESISTENT
The MR1 semiautomatic rifle is chambered in 5.56 mm (.223 Rem.) and uses the proven A.R.G.O.
system developed by Benelli for the M1014. The ultra-reliable ARGO (Auto-Regulating-Gas-Operated)
system is suitable for L.E. and self defence plans. All steel parts are black phosphated and aluminium
parts are hard-anodized in a matt finish. The MR1 is the first self loading semiautomatic rifle conceived
from the ground up for police work; more versatile than a military firearm, it can be adjusted to the
physical attributes and the special needs of the single operator.
Built to the highest industry standards, the MR1 rifle feeds soft point bullets and is totally reliable in
every condition with all .223 loads.

Its self adjusting gas system is placed rearward and the front portion of the barrel is free-floating, thus
allowing superior accuracy. Chamber is chrome-lined for longer life and higher resistance to extreme
weather conditions. The locking system is operated by a bolt with 3-lug rotating head. The three lugs
working simultaneously ensure a bigger effective locking surface and consequently improve reliability and
precision during shooting. In order to make stripping easier and to allow easy interchangeability of the
barrels, the frame of the MR1 is divided in 2 parts: top receiver and bottom receiver. The bottom receiver
is milled from a solid bar stock of aircraft grade light alloy; for maximum strength, the top receiver
(permanently affixed to the barrel) is machined from a bar of high quality hardened steel.



MR1 Telescopic stock
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MR1 equipped with accessories
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DURABLE AND SAFE
Fast handling, fast shooting and very accurate, the MR1 is a reliable firearm that can be fitted with
several optional accessories: 3 mil-spec polymer stocks, 3 interchangeable barrels, 3 magazine
boxes, up to 4 rail attachments. A five position collapsible stock is standard, but the MR1 can be
fitted also with a pistol grip stock or a fixed stock. The box magazines are compatible.
A front sight post, protected by “ears” and a fully adjustable ghost ring rear sight are standard. The
top receiver is drilled and tapped for the mounting of a Picatinny (MIL-STD-1913) rail and the hand
guard can hold up to 3 more rails: one on each side and another one under the tip. Some versions
feature a modern design flash hider to the muzzle thread.

The optimal grip angle facilitates the carbine muzzle control during firing. Ambidextrous magazine
release button and bolt release lever allow the use of MR1 rifle also by left-handed shooters. Manual
safety button can be assembled on either side of the firearm.
A quick detachable sling swivel system on front and both sides of the stock make all the combinations
of carrying the rifle possible. Large slots on stock and fore-end allow the passage of traditional slings.
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MR1 Pistol Grip
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MR1
 Telescopic

MR1
Fixed
stock

OPERATION
Semiautomatic Auto Regulating Gas Operating

CALIBER

SAFETY CATCHES
Manual safety catch on trigger guard. Can be
inserted with hammer cocked and bolt open or
shut inertia firing pin.

TRIGGER ACTION
single action

BARREL LENGTH
12,5” (325 mm)+ flash-hider

16” (410 mm)

20” (510 mm)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
5 rounds

STOCK DISTANCE
FROM TRIGGER (mm)

MR1
 Telescopic

MR1
 Fixed
stock

SIGHTS
Post front sight and height and laterally
adjustable rear sight.

STOCK AND FORE-END
Technopolymer

In tecnopolimer with fibre-glass reinforced

WEIGHT g.
unloaded (approx.)
with 12,5” barrel + flash-hider
with 16” barrel
with 20” barrel

TOTAL LENGTH (mm)
with 12,5” barrel + flash-hider
with 16” barrel
with 20” barrel

HEIGHT (mm)

THICKNESS (mm)

DROP AL HEEL (mm)

FINISH
black anodised receiver; hammered barrel in
Ni-Cr-Mo steel with chrome lining and
phosphate-coated exterior

.223

 3150
 3200
 3300

* with extended stock
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MR1
Pistol grip

.223

352* 357*353*

MR1
Pistol grip

800 ext.
787 fold.
957 ext.
943 fold.
1056 ext.
1043 fold.

945

1046

950

1050

196

63,5

69

196

63,5

73

196

63,5

62,5

TECHNICAL FEATURES TECHNICAL FEATURES

3325
3360

3440
3540

.223
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Ambidextrous magazine release button and bolt release
lever. Manual safety button can be assembled on either
side.

A front sight post protected by “ears” and a fully adjustable
ghost ring sight are standard. Up to 4 Picatinny rails on
request.

Optical Picatinny front tri-rail kit is available for mounting
a laser aiming device, front handle, illuminator and other
accessories.

The quick detachable sling swivel system on front both sides of the stock.

MR1 can fit with different barrels

Telescopic Stock, adjustable in 5 different positionInterchangeable stocks: fixed, pistol grip, variable drop
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